Reduce your data,
increase your efficiency
Bring case data sets down to size with the latest updates to LexisNexis®
Early Data Analyzer and LAW PreDiscovery® software.
Count on near-duplicate analysis, built-in email threading, Web tools,
statistical sampling for early case assessment and more.
Today’s rapid expansion of litigation data doesn’t have to be overwhelming. By using the latest versions of
LexisNexis® Early Data Analyzer and LAW PreDiscovery® software together, you can efficiently cut down
non-responsive data, reduce data transfer risk and group information—even email threads and near
duplicates—for more effective e-discovery.

What’s new in LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer 1.6?

Take advantage of a comprehensive

Analytics

solutions that work together, helping

Now you can benefit from email threading and near-duplicate detection.
• If desired, you can filter by session to reanalyze only specific data.
• Set default filters in advance and apply them when you create a
new case.
• You can also set up analytics to disregard email footers in searching for
near duplicates.

range of LexisNexis litigation
you achieve success—from early
data assessment to discovery,
depositions and presentations.
• LexisNexis® Early Data Analyzer—
Perform early data assessment
and identify the most relevant case
data as early as possible—before
processing data in house or sending
it to outside vendors.
New! Email threading, near-duplicate
detection, speedier exporting and
statistical sampling via Web tools
• L AW PreDiscovery® software—
bring in all of the potential
evidentiary documents—paper and
electronic—needed throughout

Email threading is now available in LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer to help

the legal discovery process. This

reduce your document set and speed review.

software allows teams to further
eliminate duplicate, irrelevant and
non-responsive files—and then

processes only the essential data
prior to costly document review.
New! Helpful export, import and
OCR enhancements (see more
detail in this document)
• Concordance® discovery
management software and
Near-duplicate analysis also helps you prepare for more efficient,
effective review.

Concordance Evolution—Select
the tool best suited for your case
size and complexity … use it to

Also in this new release:

organize case data and also search,

• A bar chart on your case dashboard helps identify gaps and trends in

review, produce and securely share

imported data
• You can extract extended metadata properties
• You can easily detect compound documents, such as Microsoft® Excel®
files within other documents—and just double-click to open

litigation documents generated
during the discovery phase.
New! Built-in near-duplicate analysis,
as well as LAW PreDiscovery
integration in Concordance
Evolution
• CaseMap® case analysis software—
Organize, search and share case
facts, players and issues, and tie
all the facts, issues and evidence
together to help develop your case
strategy.
• TextMap® transcript management

The new bar chart on the case dashboard in LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer
helps identify gaps and trends to improve your analysis.

software— ust upload a transcript,
and you can easily search,
summarize, annotate, issue-code

Performance and processing

and attach notes to important

• LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer now delivers speedier exporting.

passages of your case testimony.

• You gain the ability to view estimated remaining time for analysis,
optical character recognition (OCR), indexing and exporting.

New! TextMap with full-text
searching of annotations and
exhibits, dramatically faster indexing
and more flexible organization tools

Web tools with statistical sampling

• TimeMap® timeline graphing tool—

Web-enabled LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer 1.6 includes a new Statistical

Transform case facts into high-

Review tab enabling you to create sample sets.

quality visual timelines in seconds.
• NoteMap® outlining tool—Create
easy-to-access outlines and notes
to sharpen your case analysis
and assessment.
• Sanction® litigation presentation
software—Quickly assemble
documents, exhibits, transcripts,
questions, visuals and video …
be ready to present evidence

Sets of randomly selected documents created via the Statistical Review tab
help you estimate responsiveness and other criteria for early case assessment.

throughout your case.
New! A simplified interface and
faster performance even with very

Plus, a new Explore tab enables you to drill down into each document and
view email threads, near duplicates, metadata, etc. This helps you perform
ad-hoc searches and filtering. You can select options other than Boolean

large files
• LexisNexis® Hosted Litigation

filtering, and hits will appear in order of relevance.

Solutions—Benefit from secure,

As with earlier versions, you can gain insight quickly by applying convenient

to reduce risk, decrease litigation

filters to narrow search results by folder, file, custodian, tags and/or

costs and increase productivity …

“other search.”

choose from on-demand, case-

In addition, you can explore information not available in the content view,
such as formulas in an Excel spreadsheet, by downloading native files in a
LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer case from the Web interface.
And you can continue to gain faster response times when viewing data
within Web-enabled LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer—especially when working
with a large number of search terms, sender domains or file type filter
definitions.

private-cloud solutions designed

by-case and full-scale enterprise
options.
New! LexisNexis CaseCloud®, a
secure, off-site data hosting service
that lets you share key litigation data
and documents with colleagues
and co-counsel—even access case
analysis, document review and
discovery management software
directly from the cloud

What’s new in LAW PreDiscovery® 6.6?
Exporting
A new “previous export” option gives you the ability to export just load files,
when desired.
• All exports are now tracked.
• You can lay a new load file over an existing one to change fields and add a new
format, if desired.
Importing and OCR enhancements
• Now you can import text when it’s not in the same folder as associated images.
• Perform OCR on native files that are images without having to convert them to
TIFF files first.

Built-in email threading in

organize them into structured

and identify the “inclusive” emails—

LAW PreDiscovery and

conversation threads …

those messages that contain all

LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer

prior message content—to reduce

can take an unstructured collection

the ﬁnal number of documents and

of emails and email attachments …

speed review.

Experience both tools together.
For more information, visit www.lexisnexis.com/litigation-earlydataanalyzer
or www.lexisnexis.com/litigation-lawprediscovery.
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